The rise of frame theory in applied mathematics is due to the flexibility and redundancy of frames. In the work, the notion of bivariate affine pseudoframes is introduced and the no-tion of a bivariate generalized multiresolution analysis (GMRA) is introduced. A novel approach for designing one GMRA of Paley Wiener subspaces of 2 2 ( ) L R is proposed. The sufficient condition for the existence of a sort of affine pseudoframes with fi-filter banks is obtained by virtue of a generalized multiresolution analysis. The pyramid decomposition scheme is established based on such a generalized multiresolution analysis. An approach for designing a sort of affine biariate dual frames in two-dimensional space is presented.
compression and sampling theory, and so on. Every frame(or Bessel sequence) determines an analysis operator, the range of which is important for a number of applications. The notion of Frame multiresolution analysis as described by [5] generalizes the no tion of multiresolution analysis by allowing non-exact affine frames. However, subspaces at different res--olutions in a FMRA are still generated by a frame formed by translates and dilates of a single function. This article is motivated from the observation that standard methods in sampling theory provide examples of multirsolution structure which are not FMRAs. Inspired by [5] and [7] , we introduce the notion of a generalized multiresolution str-ucture (GMRA) of 
3.A gmra of paley-wiener subspaces
A necessary and sufficient condition for the construction of pseudoframe of translates for PaleyWiener subspaces is presented as follows.
, and
where is the characteristic function on , and the Fourier transform of an integrable function ( ) f s is defined by
which, as usual, can be naturally extended to functions in spce .
Proof of Theorem 1. For all f s PW , consider 
To characterize the condition for which { ( ), 
Similar to Proposition 3, we have the following fact.
and be defined by (10) L R defined by (14) , (15), (18) and (19) will be affine frames. In fact, the lower frame bound of ( ) L R is presented. The pyramid decomposition scheme is derived based on such a GMRA.
